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Executive Summary

The purpose of Green Growth Guidelines Program is to demonstrate how low impact
development (“LID”) strategies can result in significant positive impacts on the
environment while providing superior outcomes both socially and economically. Green
Growth Guidelines outlines the environmental, social, and economic benefits from use
of LID strategies when compared to today’s conventional development approach.  This
guide’s main objectives are to:
u Demonstrate how site fingerprinting and sensitive land planning can identify and
protect natural resources,
u Provide developers with instructions on how to build with minimal impact to the
environment,
u Compare low impact and conventional residential subdivision designs to show
economic and environmental benefits of LID,
u Demonstrate alternative stormwater drainage solutions that protect the quality of
receiving waterbodies, and
u Introduce various soft engineering techniques used to protect and stabilize coastal
stream banks from erosion.
The overall goal of this manual is to show how a thorough understanding of a site
can facilitate designing within the context of the landform and, thereby, reduce impacts
on the environment.  This approach provides measurable economic benefits by increasing
profitability through higher initial low sales and a cost savings in both installation of
infrastructure and on-going maintenance.  
To exemplify how these strategies and techniques can be applied in this area, an
undeveloped tract of land was selected in coastal Georgia as the model site.  This 188acre site, referred to as the “Tupelo Tract”, contains natural resource obstacles typical of
this region including freshwater streams, wetlands, and critical habitat.   In addition, the
site is immediately upstream of a large system of tidal marshes, beaches, and creeks.  The
tract is strategically located along a main thoroughfare with accessible infrastructure,
zoned for residential development, and in close proximity to recreational, civic, and
commercial facilities making it ideal for residential development.  This tract serves as an
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example of how development can be planned and designed to conserve more land and
improve water quality on-site and downstream.
Chapter 1
Chapter 1 takes the Tupelo Tract though a low impact land planning process called
“site fingerprinting”.   Using GIS and GPS technology, the site’s features are mapped and
natural resources designated as “conservation areas”.  This information, displayed in the
form of generated maps defines the “buildable area” and essentially becomes the “base
map” for planning future development.  This process identifies environmental issues early
in the development process, which facilitates effective resource protection.    
Chapter 2
Chapter 2 uses low impact design principles to create two conceptual development
plans for the Tupelo Tract.   These two non-conventional plans are known as the
“Community Preserve” and the “Village” and both highlight development techniques
known as compact building - which uses smaller lots to maximize developable area
while preserving natural resources.  This chapter also compares the two land plans
to conventional development with respect to economic, environmental, and social
benefits.  As consumers become more educated about the effects of sprawl, demand
for these non-conventional developments is increasing, as is reflected in recent market
studies.  Our analysis revealed that these properties also have a higher initial lot value,
faster appreciation, lower infrastructure cost per lot, and higher tax generation than
conventional development.  While numerous design possibilities exist for a given site,
the economic and environmental objectives tend to be consistent: achieve greater project
success and cost savings through simple yet intelligent LID strategies.  
Chapter 3
Chapter 3 explores a range of multi-functional stormwater drainage techniques
and is the core of what is traditionally known as LID. These techniques mimic the predevelopment hydrologic function of the site by encouraging natural processes that detain
and filter pollutants from stormwater runoff.  The goal is to increase biologic activity by
providing more surface area with which the stormwater comes in contact, thus allowing
stormwater to be treated by natural processes inherent to an undisturbed site.  Research
indicates that densely wooded sites, with their attendant layers of vegetation and porous
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topsoil, act as a sponge and provide effective stormwater treatment.  LID systems are
generally distributed throughout the site, which controls and treats runoff at its source
reducing the effects of downstream non-point source pollution.  In addition, this approach
is often less expensive to construct and maintain compared to conventional systems.  
Chapter 4
Chapter 4 demonstrates bio-engineered solutions for streambank stabilization,
especially steep, sandy bluffs along coastal streams that are particularly susceptible
to wind and water erosion. Various natural solutions are recommended that preserve
the aesthetical and ecological quality of the stream and its banks. The use of native
vegetation is strongly encouraged, as this method tends to promote the accretion of
sediments reversing the effects of erosion. Most importantly, the use of non-invasive
practices maintains essential aquatic habitat for creatures using these areas to live, feed,
and reproduce.
This guide strives to make the green growth process an appealing and more
readily accepted model for the rapid development facing this region. Balancing inevitable
development demands and natural resource protection are essential to achieving better
water quality in the region.  Adopting low impact planning and development strategies for
our coastal region achieves this balance.  With creativity, determination, and support for
these efforts, coastal Georgia can create and maintain healthy, vibrant communities that
ensure economic vitality while retaining a healthy environment.
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